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FREE TUTORIAL:  CARD #11
Words of Cheer

You will need:
156357 Words of Cheer stamp set

150664 Ornate Frames dies

155229 Subtles DSP - Pool Party die cut panel +
Pear Pizzazz - 5-½” x 3”
147090 Old Olive ink pad

147050 Poppy Parade ink pad

131201 Pear Pizzazz cardstock - die cut panel

119793 Poppy Parade cardstock - die cut panel

121043 Sahara Sand cardstock - 8-½ x 5-½; long
edge at top of trimmer and score at 4-¼ and 2-⅛”
to get a Z-fold base card
159276 Basic White - ½” x 3-½” sentiment strip + 2”
partial circle for the inside, under the front flap
104430 Stampin’ Dimensionals

149699 Stampin’ Seal adhesive

146924 Red Rhinestone Basic Jewels

Directions:
1. Using the Ornate Frames Dies, cut three decorative panels (as shown), one in each color--Pool

Party DSP, Pear Pizzazz and Poppy Parade.
2. Using the Old Olive ink pad, stamp the large floral image from the stamp set onto the 3x5-½”

piece of Pear Pizzazz DSP toward the left side of the panel. Attach to the Z-fold base card.
3. Using Old Olive ink pad, stamp a portion of the floral image onto the die cut panel of Pear

Pizzazz cardstock.
4. Using a Poppy Parade ink pad, stamp a portion of the floral image onto the Poppy Parade die

cut panel of cardstock.
5. Attach stamped die cut panels onto the front of the Z-fold base card using dimensional

adhesive.
6. Stamp the sentiment using Poppy Parade ink on the Basic White sentiment panel. Fish tail the

right side of the sentiment strip with scissors (or your Tailored Tag Punch). Attach this piece to
the card front on the Pool Party die cut panel using tape runner adhesive.

7. Add a few Red Rhinestone Basic Jewles to the card---one to the sentiment strip and two others
to the card base.

8. Attach the partial circle to the interior of the card under the front flap using tape runner
adhesive. Make sure the flat edge of the circle is up against the interior fold.

Visit http://www.queencitystampart.com and click the BLOG tab to view video tutorial for this card.
Search Sparkle of the Season.


